
Gripper (EOAT) Kit

   Gripper (EOAT) Solutions

       Automation

Our strength - your Gripper (EOAT) solution



AGS-SHOP.DE
Easy access to your customer portal 
and combined shop system

    All prices visible     Weight allowance    3D CAD Data

    3D preview of over 2,500 components

CADGrip 2.1

    Independent confi guration

    Weight Addition     Creation of documentation

   Excel list export - import into AGS Shop for easy ordering

30 years of working closely with production managers 
and maintenance staff 

Fast availability

Flexibility through the ability to combine components

GRIPPER (EOAT) KIT KIT

3D CAD Data

    Weight Addition     Creation of documentation

Excel list export - import into AGS Shop for easy ordering

PreciGrip SYSTEM
 Low assembly times 
 (reduce machine downtimes)



SOLUTIONS
With our team of application engineers, 
automation engineers and engineers, 
we draw on our wealth of experience to 
develop the best gripping solution for you.

-  Standard grippers / Special grippers 

-  Insertion/extraction grippers

-  Transfer grippers

-  Grippers with sprue trim

-  Grippers with additional functions 

-  Grippers with sensors

Can be used across all industries 

Safe component removal (handling)

Suitable for all robotic systems

Effi cient design thanks to the AGS gripper modular system 

Service for the entire life cycle of the gripper 
(development-assembly-maintenance)

Special solutions (cobot grippers, lightweight construction, etc.)

Adaptation of existing EOAT grippers (optimisation) 

GRIPPER (EOAT)
SOLUTION



- Leverage existing, proven solutions 
 and approaches

- On-site communication at eye level through
 technical contacts and project managers

- The right gripper solution for your process

- Interface programming

- Integrated solutions from pneumatics
 electrics and sensors

- All from one source

- On-site commissioning available

AUTOMATION
INTEGRATION
We offer a mix of proven standard concepts and
individual gripper solutions

- SPRUE SEPARATION STATIONS
 Knife blades, cutting inserts, punches, cutters, etc.

- MANUAL WORKSTATIONS
 Assembly, sprue trimming, inspection, testing, etc.

-  FEEDING SYSTEMS
 Vibratory bowl, magazine, sliding table,
 IZS intelligent feeding system, etc.



The fastest way to your Gripper (EOAT) solution
Phone: 02204/96810-0 | info@ags-automation.de

EVERYTHING INGENIOUS IS SIMPLE
Our goals are the development and production of innovati-

ve gripper parts, complete grippers (EOAT) and individual 

solutions for our customers. Including intelligent feeding 

systems, sprue cutting stations or robots.

Our ambition is to provide you with a solution that is made in 

keeping with our motto: „Everything ingenious is simple“.

Three generations of Schwope. Headquarters in Herkenrath 

near Cologne and a global service network. The entire value 

chain is available in-house. This gives us the fl exibility and 

security you need for your projects with us.

MADE IN GERMANYAdvantages:    In-house development      In-house production      Climate-neutral



Please contact us: 
AGS Automation Greifsysteme Schwope GmbH

Braunsberger Feld 15
D-51429 Bergisch Gladbach
GERMANY

Phone: +49 (0) 22 04 - 968 10 - 0
Fax:   +49 (0) 22 04 - 968 10 - 29
Mail: info@ags-automation.de

www.ags-automation.de


